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[chair system]
Easy - Trendy - Comfort.
The name says it all! Three different looks and comfort
variations together with three different metal frames
allow free designing! These chairs are also available in

combination of different cover qualities and colours.
The choice is yours!

rotary function

contrasting thread

combination

www.schillig.com
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Chairs

MVA

MDA

MXA

MVB

MDB

MXB

MVC

MDC

MXC

chair easy four-leg

chair easy quadpod leg
fixed

chair easy skid

chair trendy four-leg

chair trendy quadpod leg
fixed

chair trendy skid

chair comfort four-leg

chair comfort quadpod leg
fixed

chair comfort skid

48/56/91/50

48/56/91/50

48/56/91/50

54/57/86/52

54/57/86/52

54/57/86/52

62/65/82/51

62/65/82/51

62/65/82/51

item no. for swivel. metal
frame = DDB (surcharge)
Item no.f.swivelling met.
fr. incl.return spring = DRF
(surcharge)

item no. for swivel. metal
frame = DDB (surcharge)
Item no.f.swivelling met.
fr. incl.return spring = DRF
(surcharge)

item no. for swivel. metal
frame = DDB (surcharge)
Item no.f.swivelling met.
fr. incl.return spring = DRF
(surcharge)

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Noble tripod
base frame
The MDA, MDB
and MDC
chairs have a
quadpod leg
which can be
equipped with
a swivel function (item no. DDB) or swivel
function with return spring (item no. DRF)
for surcharge.

Contrasting
thread
In some
leather and
fabric colours
this model can
be supplied
with a
contrasting-coloured thread, at no
surcharge.

Combined
covers
This model can
also be
supplied in
combined
covers and
combined
cover colours. See order information.

Order checklist

Order information
Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons,
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with
simple seams.
Back sides of sofas:
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the back.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
The measure of width and depth does NOT include the
possible protruding of the base of the tripod led and the
sled leg.
Seat depth:
chair easy approx. 42 cm
chair trendy approx. 45 cm
chair comfort approx. 48 cm
Contrasting thread:
This model is available in leather and some fabric colours
with contrasting colour thread on request at no extra
charge. You will find the specified colours on the cover sheet
of the individual leather qualities in our fabric/leather
trolley. Please always state the contrast thread number,
otherwise it will be delivered tone in tone.
Model-specific qualities:
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made
loosely to create a certain visual effect. This is not a quality
defect but a model-specific characteristic that guarantees
optimum seat comfort.
Combined covers:
The chairs can also be supplied in a combination of different

• Item no.
• Cover (combination available)
• Swivel function (surcharge)
• Swivel function with return mechanism
(surcharge)
• Contrasting thread

cover qualities. This is shown at the price list.
Price 1: back outside
Price 2: seat and back inside
Load-bearing capacity:
A maximum load-bearing capacity of this chair up to 120 kg
is guaranteed.
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. Frame – metal frame foamed in cold foam
2. Seat and back upholstery structure - foamed metal frame
with diolen cover

The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing
system.

Legs

four-leg black

quadpod leg fixed
black

quadpod leg
swivelling black,
surcharge

tripod base rot., w/
return spring black
surcharge

skid black

F W5

F Y7

F Y8

F Z4

F K5

Leg implementations:
four-leg F W5
- for the chairs MV..., in black powder-coated
quadpod leg fixed F Y7
- for the legs MD..., in black powder-coated
quadpod leg swivelling F Y8
- for the chairs MD..., in black powder-coated, for surcharge
quadpod leg swivelling with return back mechanism F Z4
- for the chairs MD..., in black powder-coated, for surcharge
skid F K5
- for the chairs MX..., in black powder-coated
Legs and floor protection:
In case of very slender furniture legs with deliberately filigree shapes and
with small surfaces, it comes to a raised pressure on the floor. We
recommend felt pads or another suitable mat as protection for scratches
and pressure points in connection with sensitive and/or soft floors. Even if
you barely move the furniture, it can be helpful to have a carpeted floor.
Powder-coated:
The colour M99 black is powder-coated.

www.schillig.com
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The highest European accolade for
systematic, in-house, environmental
management. Improvement of
environmental protection services.
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chair system - living room examples
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